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1. Abstract

Astronomical  observations and gravity
measurements were carried out in Nepal along the boundary
since 1800. They are very important due to high deflection
of verticals with irregular variation. It is also impractical
to carry out precise levelling with conventional method
due to large variation of relief at a short distance. Absolute
gravity points are established in Siddharthanagar- Pokhara
and Eastern part of Nepal in 1996 with micro gal accuracy.
The gravity observations carried out on first order and
some GPS stations. Gravity and astronomical observations
are necessary in GNSS method of establishment of control
points to compute orthometric (geoidal) heights.

Astronomical observations of points are useful to
calculate deviation of verticals to determine the GPS
heights, controlling the geodetic network and change in
longitude, latitude and azimuth of control points and crustal
and local dynamics. The fixed astronomical observatories
are now used to determine the precise positioning of points.

 Astronomical observations carried out in Nepal
since the Prehistoric era. Chhatedhunga (stone hinges)
are visible all over in hills of Nepal. The book Sumati
Tantra" in 576-880 and "Sumati Shidhanta" written 1409
written and later in Sanskrit and Nepali. However, no
modern survey records are available of astronomical and
gravity observations for survey work before 1924.

The first survey of Nepal carried out astronomical
and gravity observations in 1924-27 to produce 1=" 4 mile
maps and in 1950-58 to produce 1"= 1 miles maps, were
produced. Base line and astronomical observations carried
out during boundary survey 1960-61. After establishment
of Geodetic and Astronomical Branch on Survey
Department, modern astronomical observations were
carried out using astronomical theodolites like Wild T4,
DKM3 /Circum Zenithal manually to determine the latitude,
longitude, azimuth and deviation of verticals in 1970-90.

Geodetic astronomy will be used in future to determine
deviation of verticals to determine precise height, geoidal
spheroidal separation and cm or better height determination.
Geodetic total station, digital imaging sensor, GPS for
timing and determination of geodetic coordinates, and
personal computer will be used in the field.

Gravimetry will be extensively used in determination precise
coordinate, geopotential datum instead of mean sea level
and geoidal spheroidal separation. The absolute and
relative gravimeters using digital technology are available
of mgals (1 mgal= 3.25 mm of height) precision.
Nepal is facing same problem of lack of dense control
points point with required accuracy as in 1970s where
topographical control points with accuracy of 2-18 m and
at 25 Km interval and lack of surveyors and draftsmen.
The 0.5 -1m accurate and at about 1 Km distance
plannimetric control points was the requirement of that
time for cadastral mapping. The plannimetric and height
control points of cm accuracy and at about 5 Km distance
for digital mapping, and environmental and infrastructural
development works, and survey graduates to operate the
modern automatic instruments and technologies are the
requirement of present time.
It is recommended that the survey Department conduct
study to strengthen the Nagarkot observatory and first and
second order control networks and provide cm accuracy
control points on urban areas, and level network on
Himalayan Region.

2. Definition of Terms

Astronomical observation
Astronomical observation are the observations of

celestial bodies to determine azimuth, deviation of verticals,
figure of earth, correction of coordinates and observation
for astronomical events.

Equipotential Surface
Equipotential Surface is the surface where the
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gravitational potential is same along the surface, which is
also called levelled surface.

Deviation of verticals
Deviation of verticals at any point on ground is the

angle between plumb lines and spheroidal normal.

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) is the

methods of determination of spheroidal coordinates using
navigational satellites of systems like GPS, Glonass. These
points may be continuously observed Receiver (COR) or
accurately fixed points repeated every 5/10 years.

Gravimetry
Gravimetry is branch of geodesy where acceleration

due to gravity(g) at different points on/over the earth surface
is measured to study the shape/form of the earth, distribution
of density within it and its external gravity field and to
determine equipotential surface.

Geoidal- spheroidal separation (N)
Geoidal- spheroidal separation (N) is difference of

height between geoid and reference spheroid surface at
point measured along the plumb line.

3. Background

Nepal is situated on the slope of Himalayas where elevation
varies 60 m to 8850m at short distance. There are few roads
and deviation of vertical varies from -21" at Bhadrapur,
Jhapa, to -43" at Nagarkot and -70" at Siranchok. The
geoidal - spheroidal separation varies from 12 m at
Sandakphu (Ilam), 0 m at Nagarkot and to - 21 m at
Nepalganj. It is also difficult to carry out precise spirit
levelling in northern part of Nepal. Therefore, it is required
to be carried out either by trigonometrical or GPS levelling
along with Astro-geodetic and gravimetric observations.
The nearest sea shore of Bay of Bengal is more than 850
km in foreign countries. The elevations in Nepal are based
on the 1930 mean sea level of Bay of Bengal. It is required
to convert the mean sea level datum to equipotential datum
surface in Nepal.

The equipotential surfaces are also not
parallel/variation of gravity to each other due to isostasy,
where the thicker crust and Moho (rocks) varies in thickness
20-47 km below the surface of Nepal.

The India plate is colliding with Eurasian plate 20
Km below the Himalaya at northern part of Nepal and it
is approaching each other at the speed of 18 mm/year at
north- east direction and rising 10mm/year. The other
southern parts are changing with various degrees of
movement and height is rising 2 mm and 4 mm per at tarai
and hill respectively. Some places are also sinking due to
geological or human activities.
The control points established and coordinated for surveying
and mapping are being used for development purposes.
Their accuracy and the status (rate of movement) are needed
to verify and required to reobserve to achieve the required
accuracy. It is very critical for large scale construction and
scientific purposes. There are also lacks of awareness on
accuracy requirement and importance of these points to
public and surveyors.

During mapping and crystal dynamics study, gravity
observations were made at first order (Trigonometrical,
some spirit levelling and GPS) control points. Absolute
gravity points were established Bhairahawa - Pokhara and
eastward. The astronomical observations were made on
control points in hill and tarai. It is also required to establish
along Himalayan and north of Himalayan regions.

The control points mostly established 1970- 2000,
which may have moved more than decimetres and will not
be sufficient for precise mapping and development works.
The educational situation is also changing. There will be
lack of educated and trained staffs to handle the recent
development of surveying and mapping technologies.

4. Introduction

Most of geodetic control data required as control
points of surveying and mapping, planning and
implementation of development activities. Present and
future surveying and mapping will be creation of accurate
spatial data (digital maps) for development and GIS.
Therefore, control points are required of cm accuracy.
Earlier decimetre or 1m accurate 4th order points are longer
useful to surveying and mapping for development works.
The trigonometrical control points are also not available
on most of the urban areas and tarai areas, where
development activities are taking place at greater speed.
The control points/ land surfaces are also moving at different
rate and points are also destroyed by development and
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other activities. The heights of trigonometrical control
points need to be accurately measured. Therefore, it is high
time the Geodetic Survey Branch should establish or re-
observe all 1st, 2nd and 3rd order trigonometrical control
points using GPS with appropriate gravimetric/astronomical
observations. All GPS control points data be available to
development projects including established by National
Geographical Information Infrastructure Project.

Geodetic control points are generally established
with GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System e.g. GPS)
or conventional methods. Bench Marks established using
precise spirit levelling along the roads. Combining GPS
with gravimetric observations or spirit levelling will also
be used for precise   levelling about 5 Km intervals. The

coordinates (WGS84) obtained from GNSS are spheroidal
coordinates and are required to convert geoidal/ orthometric
heights and national coordinates system.

 Astronomical observations will be carried out to
observe azimuth and deviations of verticals i.e. deflection
plumb line at that place. The latitude and longitude and
polar motion will be better determined by GPS continuously
Operating Receiver (COR), which are generally maintained
at 100- 500 Km interval.

Gravity observations are required to observe at every
BM (2 Km) in mountain and 5-10 Km interval in tarai with
accuracy of ±0.1 m gal. Equipotential surface or equal
gravity surface may not be parallel to each other that
depends inner structure of rock. The geoid /orthometric
height difference be define as following.
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5. Historical Background

 5.1. Astronomical observation
Astronomical observations were carried out in Nepal

since prehistoric era. Stone hinges (Chhatedhungas) are
visible from Memeng, Sikkim border, Chhatedhunga,
Dolphu, Mugu  and west ward. The books "Sumati Tantra"
in 576-880, "Sumati Siddhanta" and "Bhaswati" were
translated in Nepali language 1496-1845 and various books
were written in Sanskrit/Nepali after unification of Nepal
1793. However, records of modern astronomical surveying
are not available before 1924.

 Earlier astronomical works were mostly used for
determination of azimuth by sun/star or Polaris observations.
Availability of good Theodolites, latitude, longitude, azimuth
and deviation of verticals were observed.
Latitude, longitude, azimuth and baseline were observed at
Kathmandu valley and azimuths were cheeked during 1924-
27, and at 25-30 stations during 1950- 58 survey to compile
1"- 1mile maps of Nepal.

Systematic astronomical observations were carried
out after establishment of Geodetic Survey Branch (then,
Trigonometrical Survey Branch) in 1968. The astronomical
observations for  azimuth and deviation of verticals carried
out, at Nagarkot and other 6 stations during
1971/72&1976/77 with the cooperation of Czechoslovakia
survey team. The observation for , azimuth and deviation
of verticals were observed other 35 statious during 1981-
84 with cooperation 19th Squadron of British Army.

The astronomical observatory, fundamental stations
were established in 1972 and circum Zenithal instrument
was set up in 1977 and observations were made for Polar
motion at Mahadev Pokhari. Various astronomical events
were observed since than. However, GPS superseded
astronomical observations for establishment of control
points and crustal dynamics in 1992 on word. Astronomical
observations will continued to be important for precise
determination of coordinates, and deviation on of verticals.

5.2 Gravity observation

 Precise gravity data are necessary to adjust any
precise survey measurements like levelling, GPS or study
of geology. The gravity observation was carried out during
Great Triangulation of India in 1800-40 with precise
pendulum observations to the stations on or near the boundary
and the study of Gulatee in Eastern Nepal in 1852. Gravity

Division was established in 1980 and gravity measurement
were made on BMs.

The gravity observations were carried out at the trig.
Stations and on some bench marks during the High Trig.
Survey works in 1981-84 using La Coste Romberg and
Warden Gravimeters.

Absolute gravity data was transferred to Gauchar
(Tribhuwan) Airport from Bangkok in 1970. It was
strengthened in 1990.

The gravity observations to milli-gal accuracy were
observed in most of the first order GPS stations, crustal
dynamic study and some other 2nd order GPS control
stations in 1992-96 to provide control points for topographic
mapping. It was also observed during the crustal dynamic
study in 1990-2004 with the assistance of Colorado
University.
 Dept. of Mines and Geology is also conducting
various types of gravimetric survey for prospecting mineral
resources and seismic study since 1971 with or without
assistance of friendly countries.

The absolute gravity stations at Kodari, Kathmandu,
Sim Bhanjhyang , Mahadev Pokhari, Simraha, Biratnagar,
Bairahawa and Tansen (8 stations) were established with
the assistance of  National Geodetic Survey , USA with few
micro gal accuracy in 1996 using  JILAG 6 Gravimeter.
Western part of the country could not  be observed due to
lack of bridges along the highway and time constrain.

6. Present status of Technology
Precision Requirement and Methods

6.1 Astronomy
The present situation of Astro-geodetic surveying in

developed country is as following:

A= Terrestrial Method
B= VLBI/SLR
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Determination of deviation of verticals is the main
tasks of geodetic astronomy and astronomical theodolite is
replaced by digital technique such as total station/ astrolabe,
charged couple devices (CCD) sensors, GPS receiver as an
atomic clock and instrument to determine geodetic
coordinates and computer in the field. The operations are
more or less automatic. Crustal dynamics, polar motion,
etc are determined by GPS observations. The regions, like
Himalayan with high deviations of verticals and variation
coordinates need to study for deviation of verticals at a
closer interval.

The astronomy used to determine deviation of
verticals, precise levelling, and cm level coordinates with
gravity data in mountainous area, geophysical prospecting,
validation of gravimetric modelling and GPS and gravimetric
heights, precise (0.1 mm) geoidal height, astronomical
positioning at sea. Fixed telescopes, space telescopes,
satellites or probes carry out the study of solar system and
deep space.

The instruments and techniques used in astro-geodetic
works and accuracy achievable are as following as described
by Christian Hirt, Hanover, Germany and Beat Burki, Zurich,
Switzerland in 2006:

i) Geodetic coordinates (f,l) are easily determined by
GPS on related reference spheroid. The differential
positioning techniques will give coordinates (f,l,H)
in some centimetres accuracy (milli arc second, mas).

ii) Star catalogues: - The 1-mas -Hypparcos star
catalogue is available. The highly densified catalogue
of couple of millions stars Tycho-2 and UCOC were
compiled. Their accuracy level is of  0."2- 0."1. In
coming 10 years time, micro arc second accuracy
catalogue will be available.

iii) Image coordinates (x, y):- The digital image acquired
by CCD sensors is highly sensitive and applied
digital image processing. The accuracy of single
pointing of star and computation will be about 0."2-
 0."4 within 20 minutes observations.

iv) Refraction: - The error due to unknown factors of
atmospheric refraction is yet being studied. The
zenith atmospheric refraction on flat area is about
0.01" and 0."1 in mountain areas.

v) Timing: - The accurate timing will be provided by
GPS, which is done synchronizing with GPS time
scale and transferring to astronomical observations.
The accuracy will be microsecond to nanosecond
depending on the transfer device.

vi) Tilt Measurement: - The levelling of instrument is
done by electronic level (tilt sensor) which has
sensitivity of 0."04 - 0."05.

Gyroscopes are also developing to required
accuracy.

6.2. Gravimetry:
 Gravimetry along with GPS will bring the

coordinates to the ground surface or geoids surface. Absolute
gravimeters are miniaturized and in portable sized and
weights. The accuracy of ±1 mgal could be achieved using
gravimeters like potable La Coste - Romberg gravimeters.
The Relative gravimeters have also improved their accuracy
better than mgal to tens of m gal. The air borne or satellites
borne gravimeters are also used for mineral study and global
geoidal observations. Developed countries are planning to
use gravimetric geoid based vertical datum like USA,
Canada planning to switch gravimetric based vertical datum
in 2012. Most of the developed countries are planning to
establish control points 1 cm accuracy using GPS and
gravimetric observations. So, it is developing very fast and
software of various gravimeters are also available in the
market.

7. Present Situation in Nepal
7.1. Astronomy

The astronomical instrument - Kern DKM3 are being
used  in Geodetic Branch. Circum Zenithal instruments are
no longer used which may be used with CCD sensors, GPS
and computer. Ministry Environment, science & Technology
also installed 42 cm Mead Telescope at Mahadev Pokhari.

7.2. Gravimetry
Geodetic Survey Branch has Worden Gravity Meters

of accuracy ± 10 m gal? and trained operators and one
researcher. Similarly Dept. of Mines and geology has some
instruments.
It will require one absolute portable gravimeter and relative
gravimeters for observation on BMs at 2 Km interval in
hill and 10 Km intervals in tarai area or as per the method
establishment of control points. The branch is also required
to assist graduate level courses in gravimetry observation
training and education.

Education in astrometry (geodetic astronomy) and
facilities are non-existence. The training materials accession
and book are also not available in the market. There are
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few persons who can carry out the astronomical observations.

8. Future courses of actions

The digital mapping, and planning and development
activities necessitated precise control point of 1cm accuracy
x, y, height, which can only be provided by knowing
deviation of verticals, gravimetry or precise levelling. The
Geodetic Survey Branch should study the available
technology and carryout the re-observation of Ist & 2nd

order control points and established new accurate control
points on 100 or so urbane areas of Nepal. The following
actions should be taken for the development of astronomical
and gravity observation:

8.1 Astronomical observation

i) Deviations of verticals should be observed in hill
and mountain stations after studying requirements
and available technologies and their suitability.

ii) An observatory is established to study solar
system and deep space to a suitable location
north of the Himalayas.

iii) Geoidal spheroidal separation to be determined
in tarai and valleys 5-10 km interval using GPS
and precise levelling.

iv) Survey Training and education be reform to cater
the needs of astronomical and gravimetric
observations.

8.2. Gravimetry

i) Gravimetric observation covering the whole country
is carried out after studying the available technology,
geoidal shape of the country and requirement precise
and accurate plan and height control points. Possibly
a set of absolute gravimeter and new sets of relative
gravimeters may require carrying out the works.

ii) The vertical datum of Nepal, 1930 mean sea level
of Bay of Bengal is re-defined by gravimetric datum
from new observations.

iii) The absolute gravity stations also be established
western and northern part of country.

iv) The branch should publish at regular interval the
geoidal spheroidal separation maps /data of Nepal.

9. Recommendation

Lot of works carried out in Nepal on astronomical
and gravimetric observations with or without assistance
foreign donors. The technology is developing and younger
educated surveyors//researchers are also needed and cater
the need of modern technologies. The astronomical and
gravimetric activities should lead to cater the needs of
national and societal services.

The meter accuracy control points are no longer
useful to digital mapping and development works of urban
and rural areas. Therefore, the branch should study and
direct it activities to cater the needs of development activities.
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Appendix 1

Nepal Datum Everest Spheroid- Deflection of the Verticals
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Map No. 1

NB. 1. Nagarkot as datum
2. Contour v i. (Spheroidal -geoidal separation) is 2m
3. International Boundary Approximate
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